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SYLLABUS* 

English 2010 (Intermediate College Writing) – G.E. 3 credits  

Spring 2012  

 

Instructor:               Florence Elizabeth Bacabac, Ph.D. 

Email:                       bacabac@dixie.edu 

Office:                      McDonald 235 

Office Phone:           652-7897 

Office Hours:           Mon 1-4 p.m.; Tue and Thurs 11 a.m.-12 p.m. (and by appointment) 

If my office hours are not convenient for you, please do not 

hesitate to schedule an appointment with me at another time. 

Writing Center:       Browning Bldg. 1
st
 Floor 

Writing Center Phone Number:  652-7629  

Writing Center email: owl@dixie.edu 

Online Writing Lab:  http://dsc.dixie.edu/owl 

Class Location & Time: Jennings 192 (TR 1-2:15 p.m. & 2:30-3:45 p.m.) 

CRN & Section:   23703 (section 31) and 20535 (section 34)           

Prerequisite:   A grade of C or higher in English 1010 

Co-requisite:  If you have not taken – and passed – Library 1010, then 

you need to sign up for Library 1010 and take it along 

with English 2010  

 

 

REQUIRED COURSE TEXTBOOK AND MATERIALS 

 

 Behrens, Laurence, and Leonard J. Rosen, eds. Writing and Reading Across the Curriculum. 

Brief 4
th
 ed. New York: Pearson Longman, 2011. Print. 

 

 A one-subject notebook to record reading assignments and other invention activities 

 

 A portfolio folder (with inside-pockets) to keep all essay drafts in this course 

 

 An extra folder to keep ALL class handouts and other materials 

 

 Access to a computer or word processor 

 

 Two (2) data storage devices  one original AND one back-up 

 

 A Dmail account AND access to Blackboard Vista 

 

 

MISSION STATEMENTS AND OUTCOMES 

 

English Department Mission Statement 

The English Department at Dixie State College of Utah strives to instill in students an 

appreciation for the centrality of language and literature in human culture, particularly their function in 

social, historical, and political contexts. Students who major in English master skills in analyzing and 

evaluating texts and other media, as well as learning how to produce focused critical essays. 
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Emphasis Mission Statement (Composition) 

As a subset to the English Department, the Composition Program seeks to fulfill the mission of 

both the department and the overall college GE mission. In particular, the program wants to strengthen 

students’ skills and confidence in writing and critical thinking. It also seeks to increase students’ written 

fluency, and help them better formulate and organize ideas into focused, developed, articulate, and 

persuasive papers. 

 

Department Student Learning Outcomes (Composition) 

 Students will gain knowledge of the rules of grammar, punctuation, usage, and standard 

documentation (usually MLA or APA). 

 Students will achieve an understanding of the stages within the writing process. 

 Students will achieve an understanding of the modes of writing. 

 Students will improve the clarity and correctness of their writing. 

 Students will acquire knowledge of the ways to effectively synthesize academic sources into 

academic research essays.  

 Students will develop an understanding of the importance of critical thinking and reading. 

 Students will produce a substantial amount of polished written work by the end of the semester. 

 

COURSE DESCRIPTION, GOALS, LEARNING OUTCOMES, AND OBJECTIVES 

 

Course Description 

 English 2010 is designed to refine and expand upon the rhetorical and basic essay-writing skills 

studied in English 1010. You will increase your capacity to read critically, think clearly and 

independently, learn to order your thinking, and learn to communicate knowledge and ideas more 

skillfully. You will receive training in the skills necessary for written communication demands in college, 

on the job, and as citizens. To reach those objectives, the course will provide frequent occasions to read, 

write, edit, and revise. 

 

 The course will emphasize analytical, expository, and source-supported writing and library 

research in which you will get to demonstrate an understanding of information literacy and the skills 

necessary to enable competent and successful research.  

 

 Building and improving upon the principles of usage and mechanics learned in English 1010, this 

course will be part workshop, part discussion, and part lecture. This means that several times throughout 

this term, you will be an active participant in class. We will focus just as much on the process of writing 

as on the final product of each paper. The main purpose of English 2010 is to help you better 

communicate your ideas clearly and efficiently (in writing) to an audience of college-educated adults in 

academic settings. This course will also help you become a better critical thinker – in ways that will help 

you within college, and beyond. 

 

Course Goals 

Goals to be reached in this course: 

 A knowledge of the ways to effectively synthesize academic sources into academic research 

essays. 

 An understanding of the importance of analytical thinking and critical reading. 
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Course Learning Outcomes 

Upon completing this course, students will have improved their ability to: 

 Write research essays that effectively incorporate thesis statements, and academic sources to 

support those thesis statements. 

 Evaluate the content and quality of the sources they consider using in their research essays. 

 

Specific Objectives of the Course 

Reading/Thinking Objectives 

    By the end of English 2010, students will demonstrate their ability to: 

1. Identify the writer’s thesis and purpose. 

2. Understand the writer’s organizational strategies. 

3. Recognize the writer’s tone, i.e., the author’s attitude toward subject and audience. 

4. Assess the writer’s presentation of detail in support of the main idea. 

5. Analyze the writer’s underlying assumptions and possible biases. 

 

Writing Objectives 

     By the end of English 2010, students will demonstrate their ability to:  

1. Assess the relationship of writers to audience and purpose. 

2. Understand the value of understanding the writing process in stages, including planning, 

brainstorming, organizing, drafting, revising, and proofreading. 

3. Carefully choose and restrict the subject, and create a precise thesis statement that will 

control the selection, arrangement, and presentation of material. 

4. Use the thesis/purpose statement to control the selection, arrangement, and presentation of 

support material. 

5. Use strategies for creating effective overall structure, including the use of repeated key 

words, pronouns, synonyms, topic sentences, transitions, and parallel structure. 

6. Know and use organizational and developmental strategies necessary to write individual 

paragraphs and the paper as a whole. 

7. Compose introductory paragraphs that attract the reader’s attention, introduce the subject, 

state the thesis, suggest a plan of development, and set the tone. 

8. Produce conclusion paragraphs that draw on a variety of techniques that bring the discussion 

to an end, and when necessary restate the thesis or summarize key points. 

9. Organize and connect ideas and information in logical and meaningful order. 

10. Develop the thesis throughout paragraphs that contain topic sentences, offer adequate 

supporting detail, and are joined by appropriate transitions. 

11. Understand the value and process of collaboration in the writing process. 

12. Use concise and precise language. 

13. Write essays with correct usage and punctuation. 

14. Select words appropriate to their subject and audience, and recognize the need for precise 

expression. 

15. Prefer the concrete to the abstract, the specific to the general, and use active and precise 

verbs. 

16. Practice word economy, using only those words, phrases, and details that are apt and 

necessary. 

17. Use multiple sentence structures for emphasis and variety. 

18. Recognize and avoid logical fallacies, emotional arguments, and misleading ambiguities. 

19. Recognize and avoid jargon. 

20. Use relevant, convincing, and sufficient evidence and logic. 

21. Recognize and avoid all forms of plagiarism. 
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Research and Source-Supported Writing Objectives 

     By the end of English 2010, students will demonstrate their ability to: 

1. Identify an information need and assess the appropriate resources. 

2. Demonstrate competent use of computerized catalog, periodical indexes, and the variety of 

electronic databases available for research. 

3. Demonstrate the ability to paraphrase, summarize, and quote source material. 

4. Demonstrate the ability to use the MLA style of parenthetical documentation, bibliographic 

form, and research paper format. 

5. Demonstrate the ability to synthesize research with their own ideas. 

6. Develop an annotated bibliography as a step in writing a research paper. 

 

Note:  Students must have completed LIB 1010 prior to enrolling in English 2010, or they must 

enroll in LIB 1010 concurrent with English 2010. 
 

Methods of Assessment  
Formative Assessment Methods  

Preparation Checks: Students will periodically show their completion of the stages of the 

research process, reading process, and writing process.  

Research Write-Up: Students will put, in writing, their thoughts about the merit and 

applicability of their research sources. (Most often, this will be in the form of 

annotated bibliographies.)  

 

Summative Assessment Methods  

Essays: Students in this course will:  

 Write 2-3 short papers (2000 words total) in genres such as analysis, classification, 

persuasion, pro-con, or cause-effect. (Narrative and descriptive papers will not be 

assigned in English 2010.)  

 Write at least one 10-12 page research paper that incorporates a sufficient number of 

credible sources.  

 Write a total of at least 18 essay pages over the course of the semester (4500 words)  

 

Value-Added Assessment Method  

 Pre/Post Test: Students will take a course-specific pre- and post-test, to assess the ways in 

 which their learning has increased during the semester. This will be a multiple-choice 

 (scantron) test. 
 

Grading 

Semester grades will be determined by the following: 

 Departmental Pre-Test                            S/U 

 Multiple Synthesis Essay #1                          15% 

 Multiple Synthesis Essay #2                          20% 

 Critical Annotated Bibliography                    15% 

 Research Paper                                              25% 

 Departmental Post-Test                                 10% 

 In-class Final Exam                                       15% 

        ----------- 

           100% 
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Grading Scale 

 

A   = 95-100                  C   = 74-77 

A- = 90-94     C-  = 70-73 

B+ = 87-89     D+ = 67-69 

B   = 84-86     D   = 64-66 

B- = 80-83     D-  = 60-63 

C+ = 78-79     F    = 59 and below  

 

Note:    I do not “give” grades; students earn grades – no one is entitled to get an “A” in a class 

unless they earn it. I cannot grade on effort alone – I must grade what you actually do and 

produce. My job is to push students to do their best and succeed. Taking advantage of our class 

time, your own homework time, my office hours, the Writing Center, Tech Support, and other 

available services and tools will provide you with the support you need. 
 

 

COURSE REQUIREMENTS  

 

Reading Assignments 

 Before you begin to write each paper, preliminary reading assignments will be required from time 

to time in order to highlight the “reading into writing” process. You should read and annotate the 

article assigned for each meeting AND write a SHORT one-paragraph response (6-8 sentences) in 

your one-subject notebook  DO NOT FORGET to put the reading assignment number AND date on 

top of each response; your response will be discussed in class as a way to improve your critical thinking 

and reading skills. You should be prepared throughout the semester to discuss them on the dates 

they are assigned. Your proactive participation or non-participation during class discussions about the 

assignments will be recorded; coming to class without reading the assignments will lower your grade for 

that paper. You can keep up with the reading pace of this class if you read on a regular basis and follow 

our Course Syllabus closely. Finally, these responses will be submitted as prewriting.  

 

Papers 

 Along with the required reading assignments, you will be graded on four fully-revised papers this 

term: two multiple synthesis essays, a critical annotated bibliography, and a research paper. 

   

Multiple Synthesis Essays  
You will write two multiple synthesis essays during the course, with each assignment slightly 

different. Topics are pre-selected and based on the readings from our textbook Writing and Reading 

Across the Curriculum, Brief 4
th
 edition. In an effective multiple synthesis essay, you offer your own 

argument supported by various sources. In writing these essays, you will be asked to present your view 

on the subject matter of several readings, while synthesizing ideas from the authors you have read. 

While these essays should clearly express your own thoughts on a particular issue, they should also 

exhibit your thorough familiarity with differing views on that issue. Your success in writing a proficient 

multiple synthesis essay will be determined, in part, by how well you understand and synthesize 

information from the various sources you have read and, in the case of the research essay, your ability to 

incorporate sources found through independent research. 

 

Critical Annotated Bibliography 

 In preparation for the 10-12 page research paper, the critical annotated bibliography is written as 

a systematic evaluation of at least six (6) academic articles. These articles MUST be a combination of 

3 print AND 3 online articles – e.g., academic journals, news, book chapters – on a topic or issue related 
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to your discipline OR to one of the remaining chapters not taken up in WARAC (Chapters 10-14). Provide 

a bibliographic information for each source with a 1-2 paragraph critical analysis that provides your 

reader (and yourself) with a full understanding of the article being critiqued, its intended meaning, and its 

merits and faults. Note that your 1-2 paragraph critique per source will be graded on how fairly, 

accurately, and efficiently the article is summarized, how thoroughly and sensibly it is evaluated, and how 

clearly the criteria used to evaluate each source are presented. Use some of the following criteria for 

evaluation of each source – text’s purpose, content & credibility, argument & evidence, language use, 

style, format, and target audience.  Finally, write a 2-page introduction that highlights the major trends, 

arguments & evidence, language use, and/or stylistic conventions of your sources AND how you plan to 

use each of them in your research paper. 

 

Research Paper 

 As continuation of your critical annotated bibliography, you will write a 10-12 page research 

paper on a topic related to your discipline OR to one of the remaining chapters not taken up in 

WARAC (Chapters 10-14). You will need to incorporate at least 8 different sources (8 entries within 

your list of Works Cited) and use at least 3 print sources AND at least 3 electronic sources. This paper 

will make use of a variety of sources (e.g. journal and newspaper articles, books, online sources, 

etc.), including those from your critical annotated bibliography. FOR NOW, PLEASE REFRAIN 

FROM CONDUCTING FIELD RESEARCH (PERSONAL OR GROUP SURVEYS) AND STICK TO 

PRINTED/ELECTRONIC SOURCES FROM DSC LIBRARY THAT DO NOT REQUIRE A “HUMAN 

SUBJECTS RESEARCH BOARD” APPROVAL (There will plenty of opportunities for field research 

and going through the HSRB approval process when you write papers for your major courses.) Like the 

multiple synthesis essays, you will present your chosen topic while synthesizing ideas from a number of 

print and/or electronic sources in this assignment. This paper will be graded on the quality of research, the 

clarity and accuracy with which the information is presented, and the effectiveness and logic with which 

sources are used to support your own ideas. 

 

Required Format for each Paper 

 Papers should follow the Modern Language Association (MLA) format. We will discuss the 

MLA format in class. 

 Essays must be word-processed, double-spaced, and have standard 1-inch margins on the right 

and left sides, top, and bottom of the page. 

 The font used for your drafts should be 12-point Times New Roman or a similarly proportioned 

and sized font. 

 Pages must be numbered with your last name and page number in the upper right-hand corner. 

 Your essays must have a title, but please don’t include a separate title page with your papers. 

 When you submit a final draft of an essay to me for evaluation, you will need to include a number 

of other materials along with it, arranged in the following order: 

o The Assignment Sheet should be on top. 

o The final (or most recent) draft of your essay should be included next. 

o The Peer Review Sheet AND various drafts of your paper should be included next, in 

reverse chronological order. Only drafts which contain substantial revisions or which I 

have commented upon should be included, however. 

o On the bottom of the stack should be all other prewriting you have done for this 

assignment. 

NOTE: Please be sure to secure these various documents together with a large paper clip. 

Do not use a binder clip. 
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CLASSROOM POLICIES 

 

Revision Policy 

 

 One goal of this class is for you to learn to determine when a written assignment has been revised 

to the point where you can submit it as a “final draft” which will earn a passing grade. On days when 

you are expected to write and revise in class, please come prepared. Always save your drafts in the 

same two storage devices (original and back-up) and always bring those to class. On writing days, if 

you often tell me that you can’t revise because “the only copy is on my home computer,” then this may 

decrease your grade for that assignment.   

 

Note to Mac Users:  If your Mac is a laptop, please bring it; otherwise, you’ll need to find a way to 

quickly transfer your documents between your Mac and the PC’s in the class.  

(If you’re not sure how, please talk to me during WEEK 1, and I’ll give you some suggestions for 

getting help.) 

 

Portfolio Submission Process 

  

 On the last day of class, all your essay drafts should be neatly arranged in a portfolio folder (with 

the most recent paper on top) and submitted to me before taking the final exam. Ultimately, this portfolio 

will be evaluated along with your final exam to determine whether or not you will exit English 2010. 

 

 Note that it is your responsibility to submit a complete portfolio with all your graded papers for 

this course. Incomplete portfolios will not be evaluated with the final exam; students without 

portfolios will not pass the course.  

 

Writing Conferences 

 

 It is important to get encouraging and specific feedback from members of the class and from me. 

If you need personalized help, my office hours, office room number, and office phone number are all 

posted on the front page of this syllabus. If my office hours do not coincide with your schedule, we can 

make other arrangements.  

 

Attendance Policy 

 

 Attendance in this class is MANDATORY. Class time will be devoted to actively building 

writing skills by writing and revising, discussing, and critiquing your own writing and the writing of 

others. Such activities simply cannot be “made up” satisfactorily by getting the notes from a peer or by 

meeting with me. Although there is no attendance grade for this class, if you miss more than five (5) class 

sessions for any reason, you could jeopardize your chances of passing the course. I’ll most likely ask you 

to drop the course or give a 5-point grade deduction for each absence. Not showing up halfway through 

the course without going through the dropping procedure translates to a Failing grade. That’s all there is 

to it on this issue.  

 

 While I realize emergencies, work, and other situations may arise, students who miss that many 

classes need to take the class again at a time when they are able to participate in daily class activities. 

Students who must miss class because of a college-sanctioned activity, such as an athletic event, club 

activity, class assignment, or other approved event are responsible for notifying their instructors with a 

written notification from the faculty or staff member supervising the activity by the second day of class 

and for completing any missed assignments. I will abide by the “Policy for Absences Related to College 

Functions” described in Dixie State’s policies and procedures manual. 
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Note:   You are responsible for keeping track of any missed work by consulting our Assignment 

Schedule and complying with the daily assignments/course requirements. Also, you must arrange with me 

to complete missed instruction and/or coursework if you were absent due to a college-sanctioned activity. 

 

Disruptive Behavior Policy 

 

Three important classroom policies will be enforced throughout the semester – coming to class 

on time, using the computers only when instructed, AND keeping your cellular gadgets. These 

simple rules are meant to avoid class disruption and instill proper discipline that would benefit you in the 

workplace.  

 

FIRST, coming to class late can cause disturbance to an on-going class discussion that’s why it is 

discouraged. It is also a symptom of lack of discipline in students, especially the perennial latecomers, so 

please understand that coming to class on time is required as instructions on writing techniques or 

examples will not be repeated. Note that 3 instances of being late is equivalent to one absence. This 

also applies to leaving class before the end of the period. 

 

SECOND, computer use in the classroom is allowed only when instructed. While technology 

enhances class discussion and the writing process (e.g. in-class drafting, revisions, online research), it can 

also serve as potential distractions when used without discretion. To regulate computer use in the 

classroom, see to it that you check your emails, Facebook, Twitter, etc. a few minutes BEFORE class 

starts AND minimize your computer screens and face the board when we begin. Tinkering with the 

computer during class lecture is not only rude but disruptive. 

 

THIRD, this classroom is a “cellular free” learning area. Please make sure that pagers, alarms, 

and cellular phones are turned off or set to vibrate only. 

 

Drop Date 

 

 If you stop attending class, it is your responsibility to drop the class before March 2, 2012 to 

avoid receiving an “F” on your transcript. 

 

Late Work Policy 

 

 Please pay attention to the due dates listed on your Assignment Schedule. All work must be 

turned in on time and in the classroom. I will not accept late work unless you have made previous 

arrangements with me. Note that late work will be given a 10% grade deduction, and no work will be 

accepted more than one week after the original due date. Similarly, I WILL NOT ACCEPT LATE 

WORK IN MY DEPARTMENT MAILBOX OR VIA E-MAIL unless you have made previous 

arrangements with me. 

 

Plagiarism 

 

 Under the “Student Rights and Responsibilities Code,” plagiarism is thoroughly defined. Please 

access http://www.dixie.edu/humanres/polstu.html and read its definition carefully. Your understanding 

of this concept is essential because plagiarism is grounds for failure in this course. 
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ADDITIONAL ASSISTANCE 

 

Writing Center 

  

 The college provides free service for students desiring additional assistance with their writing 

assignments in all courses. The Writing Center is located in the first floor of the Browning Building. Call 

652-7629 for hours and more information. 

 

Online Writing Lab 

 

 You can consult the Online Writing Lab website for information on a variety of issues related to 

your writing, and for numerous links to relevant websites. To reach a page, type the following link in your 

browser, http://dsc.dixie.edu/owl. 

 

Computer Lab 

 

 Dixie State College of Utah provides two open access labs (Browning library basement and Smith 

Computer Center) and several additional computer equipped special use labs and classrooms. For more 

information, check with Information Technology Support Services at the Smith Computer Center or dial 

652-7954. 

 

Student Help Desk 

 

 The Help Desk is available for your technological needs. It is located at Smith Computer Center 

in the north-west corner of the computer lab.  A technician will be available Monday through Friday, 9:00 

a.m. to 6:00 p.m. to assist you.  The Help Desk can also be reached at 652-7951 and through email at 

helpdesk@dixie.edu. Email is the preferred method and is easier for our techs to check regularly. 

 

Library Services 

 

 Hours of operation are posted online at http://library.dixie.edu/info/hours.html. 

 

Testing Center 

 

 Hours of operation are posted online at http://dsc.dixie.edu/testingcenter/officehours.htm. 

 

Disability Statement 

 

 If you suspect or are aware that you have a disability that may affect your success in the course, 

you are strongly encouraged to contact the Disability Resource Center (DRC) located in the North Plaza 

Building. The disability will be evaluated and eligible students will receive assistance in obtaining 

reasonable accommodations. Call 435-652-7516.  

 

Dmail and Blackboard Vista 

 

 Important class and college information will be sent to your Dmail email account. This 

information includes your DSC bill, financial aid/scholarship notices, notification of dropped classes, 

reminders of important dates and events, and other information critical to your success in this class and at 

DSC. Also, sometimes your instructor will email the entire class about important assignment and/or class 

information, and they will use your Dmail account to do so. All DSC students are automatically assigned 
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a Dmail account. You will be held responsible for information sent to your Dmail account, so please 

check it often. 
 

 Finally, our course syllabus, assignment sheets, peer review sheets, and other pertinent documents 

for this class will be posted on Blackboard. Please log in to Blackboard Vista from the DSC homepage 

(www.dixie.edu) and click on our course shell to access these materials. 

 

Important Dates to Remember 

 

Jan 9  Classwork Starts  

Jan 11 Last Day to Add Without Signature  

Jan 16  Martin Luther King Jr. Day 

Jan 17  Drop fee begins ($10 per class)  

Jan 24  $50 Late Registration/Payment Fee  

Jan 31  Pell Grant Census  

Jan 31  Last Day for Refund  

Jan 31  Last day to drop w/o a “W” grade 

Feb 1   Courses dropped for non-payment 

Feb 3   Last Day to Add Classes 

Feb 20 President’s Day 

Feb 27 Mid-Term Grades Due 

Mar 2  Last Day to Drop/Audit Classes  

Mar 12-16  Spring Break 

Apr 6   Last Day for Complete Withdrawal  

Apr 26 Classwork Ends 

Apr 27-May 3  Final Exams 

May 4  Commencement 

 

Additional Information 

 

 The following link http://new.dixie.edu/registration/ will give you additional information on 

semester deadline dates, final exam schedule, campus resources (including the library, disability resource 

center, IT Help Desk, Testing Center, Writing Center), policies (including academic dishonesty, 

disruptive behavior, absences), Dmail (student email client), etc.  

 

 

FINAL NOTE 

 

Remember that we are all here to help each other become successful 

writers, and by working together this goal can be accomplished. If you 

have questions, please drop by during my office hours or schedule a 

conference. I hope English 2010 proves to be a rewarding course for 

you. Have a great semester!   
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

* Some portions were adapted from DSC and the GSW Program of BGSU 
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ASSIGNMENT SCHEDULE 

 

DUE DATES 

                              Rough Draft               Final Draft 

* MSE #1               Tue, Feb 7                 Tue, Feb 14 

(First Multiple Synthesis Essay)  

 

* MSE #2               Thurs, Mar 1             Thurs, Mar 8 

  (Second Multiple Synthesis Essay) 

 

* CA Bib                Tue, Mar 27              Tue, Apr 3 

  (Critical Annotated Bibliography) 

 

* Research             Thurs, Apr 12            Thurs, Apr 19 

  (Research Paper) 

 

* Complete/Organized PORTFOLIO    Thurs, Apr 26  

----------------------------- 

 

* Final Exams will NOT be given early or late. Please 

make vacation arrangements accordingly: 
Section 31   12:30-2:30 p.m. on Thur, May 3  

Section 34    2:00-4:00 p.m.  on Tue, May 1 

 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

WARAC = Writing and Reading Across the Curriculum, Brief 4
th

 edition 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

Week 1 (Jan 10-12) 

 Tue –  Course Introduction 

  Group Assignments (4 groups) 

 

 Thurs – Pre-Test 

WARAC p. 6 (“Critical Reading for Summary”) 

Reading Assignment #1: Using the critical reading techniques on WARAC p. 6, 

read, annotate, & respond to WARAC pp. 8-13 (“Will Your Job be Exported?”) 

 

Week 2 (Jan 17-19) 

 Tue –  WARAC pp. 61-63 (“The Argument Synthesis”) 

           Assignment Sheet for Multiple Synthesis Essay #1  

           Discussion of Sample Essay 

*IMPORTANT: From hereon, focus on the following essay categories: 

thesis statement, transitions, Intro and Closing paragraphs in ALL 

sample essays 
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Introduce “Common Themes” Worksheet  Enter information gathered from 

each article read and annotated to help identify and analyze common themes in 

the readings FOR EASY SYNTHESIS!!! 

 

Thurs – WARAC pp. 249-252 (Chap 7 – Intro to “Marriage and Family in America”) 

Reading Assignment #2: Using the critical reading techniques on WARAC p. 6, 

read, annotate, & respond to WARAC pp. 252-264 (“The Radical Idea of Marrying 

for Love”)   AND 

 Reading Assignment #3: Using the critical reading techniques on WARAC p. 6, 

read, annotate, & respond to WARAC pp. 265-273 (“A Debate on Gay Marriage 

 TWO articles ‘For’ and ‘Against’”)  

Complete “Common Themes” Worksheet 

Collaborative Invention and Class Discussion 

 

Week 3 (Jan 24-26) 

Tue – Reading Assignment #4: Using the critical reading techniques on WARAC p. 6, 

read, annotate, & respond to WARAC pp. 274-279 (“The Satisfactions of 

Housewifery and Motherhood/Paradise Lost [Domestic Division]”)  AND 

 Reading Assignment #5: Using the critical reading techniques on WARAC p. 6, 

read, annotate, & respond to a .pdf article posted on Blackboard (“Many Women 

at Elite Colleges Set Career Path to Motherhood” by Louise Story) 

 Complete “Common Themes” Worksheet 

 Collaborative Invention and Class Discussion 

 

Thurs - WARAC pp. 281-304 (continue reading last 4 Chapter 7 articles as prewriting) 

 Reading Assignment #6: Using the critical reading techniques on WARAC p. 6, 

read, annotate, & respond to the WARAC article assigned to your group 

 Complete “Common Themes” Worksheet 

 Group Presentation (graded) 

 

Week 4 (Jan 31-Feb 2) 

Tue  -  Prewriting Workshop  Generate a list of possible debatable issues related to 

Chapter 7 “Marriage and Family in America” 

 WARAC pp. 64-94 (from Chapter 3 “Demonstration: Developing an Argument 

Synthesis – Balancing Privacy and Safety in the Wake of Virginia Tech”)  

 a walk-through of the process of writing a synthesis essay as it is applied to 

another topic and set of readings 

Discussion of Synthesis (vs. other less effective strategies for incorporating 

sources) 

Synthesis Exercise 

 

Thurs - Introduce MSE #1 Synthesis Chart/Plan 

 Prewriting Workshop  Based on your “Common Themes” Worksheet, complete 

MSE #1 Synthesis Chart/Plan with emphasis on thesis, argumentative structure, 

and supporting evidence from the articles… Approve topics. 
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 REVIEW Using Material Gathered from Sources: Summary, Paraphrase, 

Quotation  

 Discussion on how to incorporate quoted material into one’s text, avoid “stand-

alone” quotes, use framing sentences, ellipses, and brackets  

Introduce Metadiscourse or Transitions, and Synthesis Verbs to connect sources 

Discussion of MLA Essay Format (c/o WARAC pp. 82-89) 

 

Week 5 (Feb 7-9) 

Tue -  DUE ROUGH DRAFT OF MULTIPLE SYNTHESIS ESSAY #1 –  

 Note:  Be there ON TIME to avoid point deductions; late-comers will result 

to late drafts and non-compliance of in-class Peer Reviews 

 Paper-clip the following materials in order: 

TOP Assignment Sheet  

   Rough draft 

   Synthesis Chart 

        BOTTOM Common Theme Worksheet 

        (To be Added) Reading Assignments 1-6 

Peer Reviews 

Discussion of MLA Documentation (In-text Citations & Works Cited) 

Highlighting/Coding exercise to monitor and improve use of source materials 

 BRING 3 colored pencils OR crayons 

 

Thurs - WARAC pp. 94-97 (Chapter 3 “Developing and Organizing the Support for your 

Arguments”) 

In-class Revision of MSE #1 

  WARAC pp. 34-39 (“Logical Argumentation: Avoiding Logical Fallacies”) 

  Logical Fallacies exercise 

 

Week 6 (Feb 14-16) 

Tue -  DUE FINAL DRAFT OF MULTIPLE SYNTHESIS ESSAY #1 

 Paper-clip the following materials in order: 

TOP Assignment Sheet   check “12 Tests of an Arguable Issue” and add 

Student Process Analysis Sheet TOPMOST (to be given at the start of 

class) 

   Final Draft 

   Peer Review Sheet 

   Rough draft 

   Synthesis Chart 

       BOTTOM  Common Theme Worksheet 

      (To be Added) Reading Assignments 1-6 

WARAC pp. 133-134 (Chap 5 – Intro to “The Changing Landscape of Work in the 

21
st
 Century”) 

  Assignment Sheet for Multiple Synthesis Essay #2 

  Discussion of Sample Essay 

  “Common Themes” Worksheet 
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Thurs - Reading Assignment #7: Using the critical reading techniques on WARAC p. 6, 

read, annotate, & respond to WARAC pp. 135-141 “Definitions: Work, Career, 

Profession, Vocation” by Laurence Behrens and Leonard J. Rosen  AND 

 Reading Assignment #8: Using the critical reading techniques on WARAC p. 6, 

read, annotate, & respond to a .pdf article posted on Blackboard (“Are They 

Really Ready to Work?” by Jill Casner-Lotto and Linda Barrington) 

Complete “Common Themes” Worksheet 

 Collaborative Invention and Class Discussion 

 

Week 7 (Feb 21-23) 

Tue -   WARAC pp. 143-168 (continue reading 4 more Chapter 5 articles as prewriting) 

Reading Assignment #9: Using the critical reading techniques on WARAC p. 6, 

read, annotate, & respond to the WARAC article assigned to your group 

 Complete “Common Themes” Worksheet 

 Group Presentation (graded) 
 

Thurs - WARAC pp. 169-180 (continue reading last 4 Chapter 5 articles as prewriting) 

 Reading Assignment #10: Using the critical reading techniques on WARAC p. 6, 

read, annotate, & respond to the WARAC article assigned to your group 

 Complete “Common Themes” Worksheet 

 Group Presentation (graded)  

 Go over Course Rubric for Grading 

 

Week 8 (Feb 28-March 1) 

Tue -   Prewriting Workshop  Generate a list of possible debatable issues related to 

Chapter 5 “The Changing Landscape of Work in the 21
st
 Century” 

MSE #2 Synthesis Chart/Plan  Based on your “Common Themes” Worksheet, 

complete MSE #2 Synthesis Chart/Plan with emphasis on thesis, argumentative 

structure, and supporting evidence from the articles 

Synthesis Exercise 

 

Thurs - DUE ROUGH DRAFT OF MULTIPLE SYNTHESIS ESSAY #2  

 Note:  Be there ON TIME to avoid point deductions; late-comers will result  

   to late drafts and non-compliance of in-class Peer Reviews 

 Paper-clip the following materials in order: 

TOP Assignment Sheet  

   Rough draft 

   Synthesis Chart 

      BOTTOM Common Theme Worksheet 

      (To be Added) Reading Assignments 7-10 

Peer Reviews 

Highlighting/Coding exercise to monitor and improve use of source materials 

 BRING 3 colored pencils OR crayons 

 Review MSE #2 Synthesis Chart/Plan 
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Week 9 (March 6-8)     

 Tue - Grammar Review: Fragments 

  Review of MLA Documentation (In-text Citations & Works Cited)  

  In-class Revision and Mini-Conferences of MSE #2 

 

Thurs –  DUE FINAL DRAFT OF MULTIPLE SYNTHESIS ESSAY #2 

 Paper-clip the following materials in order: 

TOP Assignment Sheet  check “12 Tests of an Arguable Issue” 

   Final Draft 

   Peer Review Sheet 

   Rough draft 

   Synthesis Chart 

       BOTTOM  Common Theme Worksheet 

       (To be Added) Reading Assignments 7-10 

WARAC pp. 42-52 (“Critique”) 

  Assignment Sheet for Critical Annotated Bibliography 

  Structure/Format of Critical Annotated Bib  

IMPORTANT:  Think of a Possible Research Topic for your Critical Annotated 

Bibliography Assignment (AND Research Paper) for next meeting 

 

Week 10 (March 13-15)   NO CLASS –  SPRING BREAK!!!   

 

Week 11 (March 20-22) 

Tue -   Critique Exercise (using the Guidelines for Writing Critiques on WARAC p. 43) 

  Evaluating Web Sources 

Prewriting Workshop: Explore at least 3 Online Sources to Annotate and Critique  

IMPORTANT:  Finalize your Research TOPIC for your Critical Annotated 

Bibliography Assignment (AND Research Paper) for next meeting! 

 

 Thurs - LIBRARY RESEARCH DAY (attendance will be checked through PreWriting  

   Worksheet at the end of the period!) 

  Prewriting Workshop: Explore at least 3 Print Sources to Annotate and Critique 

IMPORTANT:  Finish your Critical Annotated Bibliography Rough Draft for 

next meeting! 

 

Week 12 (March 27-29)             GRAMMAR REVIEW WEEK 

Tue - DUE ROUGH DRAFT OF CRITICAL ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY  

 Note:  Be there ON TIME to avoid point deductions; late-comers will result  

 to late drafts and non-compliance of in-class Peer Reviews 

 Paper-clip the following materials in order: 

TOP Assignment Sheet  

   Rough draft 

      BOTTOM Prewriting Worksheet 

Peer Reviews 

In-class Revision of Critical Annotated Bibliography 

Grammar Review: Run-ons and Comma Splices 
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 Thurs - Grammar Review: Subject-Verb Agreement AND Pronoun Agreement 

  Assignment Sheet for Research Paper 

  Structure/Format of Research Paper 

cont. In-class Revision of Critical Annotated Bibliography 

 

Week 13 (April 3-5) 

Tue -  LIBRARY RESEARCH DAY (attendance will be checked!) 

  DUE FINAL DRAFT OF CRITICAL ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY 

 Paper-clip the following materials in order: 

TOP Assignment Sheet  

   Final Draft 

   Peer Review Sheet 

   Rough draft 

       BOTTOM Prewriting Worksheet 

Research Topic Approval 

Prewriting Workshop: Work on your Research Proposal & Note Synthesis Sheets 

IMPORTANT:  Keep working on your Research Proposal & Note Synthesis 

Sheets for next week’s GRADED Class Presentation! 

 

 Thurs - Review of MLA Documentation (In-text Citations & Works Cited) 

Exercise on Avoiding Plagiarism 

cont. Research Topic Approval 

cont. Research Proposal & Note Synthesis Sheets 

IMPORTANT:  Finalize your Research Proposal & Note Synthesis Sheets for 

next meeting’s GRADED Class Presentation! Note that failure to comply will 

result to an F for Research Paper assignment. 

 

Week 14 (April 10-12) 

Tue -   (Graded) Informal 3-minute Round-Table Sharing of Research Proposal & Note 

Synthesis Sheets 

 

Thurs - (Graded) Finish Round-Table Sharing of Research Proposal & Note Synthesis   

Sheets  

 DUE ROUGH DRAFT OF RESEARCH PAPER 

 Note:  Be there ON TIME to avoid point deductions; late-comers will result  

 to late drafts and non-compliance of in-class Peer Reviews 

 Paper-clip the following materials in order: 

TOP Assignment Sheet  

   Rough draft 

          Research Proposal 

      BOTTOM Note Synthesis Sheets 

Peer Reviews 

Highlighting/Coding exercise to monitor and improve use of source materials 
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Week 15 (April 17-19)   EXTENDED OFFICE HOURS FOR CONFERENCES  

Tue -  Revision Tips. In-Class Revision & Mini-Conferences (attendance is 

REQUIRED). Keep working on further research, revisions, etc. 

 

  Thurs - DUE FINAL DRAFT OF RESEARCH PAPER 

 paper-clip the following materials in order: 

TOP Assignment Sheet  

   Final Draft (Highlight your Thesis and 3 Syntheses) 

   Peer Review Sheet 

   Rough draft 

   Research Proposal 

      BOTTOM Note Synthesis Sheets 

  Assignment Sheet for Narrative Self-Reflection Essay (In-Class Final Exam) 

  Discussion of Tips/Samples 

Review/Take important notes of your writing progress from MSE 1, MSE 2, to 

Critical Annotated Bibliography for the final exam (be sure to add your 

Research Paper feedback upon getting it back next week) AND  

Bring your Portfolio complete with MSE 1 & 2 and Critical Annotated 

Bibliography on Monday 

 

 

Week 16 (April 24-26) 

*** STARTING TUESDAY, BRING YOUR PORTFOLIO COMPLETE WITH MSE 1 & 2 and 

CRITICAL ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY AND DO NOT BE ABSENT. PORTFOLIO 

SUBMISSION IS THIS THURSDAY!   

  

Tue -  Post-Test 

  Usage/Mechanics Review 

Organize Portfolio (with Critical Annotated Bibliography on TOP, followed by   

MSE 2, and MSE 1 at the BOTTOM). WRITE your name, course/section, and 

professor’s name on the front cover. 

Q & A about Portfolio Process 

IMPORTANT DUE DATE: 

 SUBMIT YOUR PORTFOLIO NEXT MEETING! To be eligible for 

final exams next week, Portfolios must be submitted this Wednesday, 

COMPLETE and ORGANIZED with Critical Annotated Bibliography 

on TOP, followed by MSE 2, and MSE 1 at the BOTTOM.  

 Be sure to Review/Take important notes of your writing progress from 

MSE 1, MSE 2, to Critical Annotated Bibliography by Wednesday (add 

your Research Paper feedback upon getting it back next meeting)!   

 

Thurs - DUE COMPLETE and ORGANIZED PORTFOLIO  

Research Papers are returned  Take note of important feedback AND place 

Research Paper ON TOP of other Portfolio Materials for Submission 

  Review Course Goals and Objectives (in prep for Final Exam) 
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Important Note for Final Exam: 

1) BRING Assignment Sheet for Narrative Self-Reflection Essay 

2) BRING English 2010 Course Syllabus 

3) BRING important notes of your writing progress  

4) LOAD $$$ on your account to use the classroom printer 

5) MARK your own section’s exam schedule (see below) and BE THERE! DO 

NOT BE LATE NOR ABSENT.   

 

 

Finals Week (April 27-May 3) 

Final Exam includes an in-class essay (Narrative Self-Reflection Essay).  

Note: Portfolios will be distributed for you to keep. Submit only your Narrative Self-

Reflection Essay after the exam period. Good luck! 

 

 English 2010-section 31  12:30-2:30 p.m. on Thur, May 3 

 English 2010-section 34  2:00-4:00 p.m.  on Tue, May 1 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Good Luck and Have a Great Summer, Everyone!!!   


